
D U O  R O L L E R  B L I N D S



Softshade duo roller blinds create 
a striking visual statement to any 
window. The innovative fabric mix of 
a soft, light diffusing voile alongside 
an elegantly woven fabric presents 
the optimum light control solution 
merging style, light filtration, and 
privacy. 

Designed and woven with maximum 
functionality in mind, Softshade 
blinds offer optimum light function 
without compromising privacy. 
Embrace natural light with this 
innovative adaptation on a roller 
blind.

TIMELESS
ELEGANCE



Softshade fabrics are carefully 
woven combining a refined light 
filtering voile alongside an elegantly 
woven fabric to enable optimum 
light control. 

Softshades’ simplicity facilitates a 
subtle play of light by day whilst 
demands a purposeful presence 
when the fabric bands blend into 
one creating a seamless aesthetic 
alongside optimum privacy.

CONTROL
PRIVACY



The Perfect Fit frame offers a quick 
and easy installation, ensuring 
your blind fits seamlessly into the 
window or door, enhancing your 
privacy and improving your home 
insulation.

The unique Perfect Fit frame 
facilitated enhanced energy 
efficiency properties. The delicate 
Softshade woven fabric bands sit 
within the frame crating a barrier 
to cool air penetrating through the 
window.

PerfectFit®



Providing the ultimate convenience, 
comfort and control, motorised 
Softshade blinds enable you to 
maintain your desired level of light 
filtration and privacy at the touch of 
a button.

Using Somfy® battery powered 
motors, operating your blinds can 
be easily controlled at the touch of 
a button*, using a remote control, 
smartphone or watch. 

Combining style with technology, 
motorised Softshade blinds facilitate 
enhanced security when paired with 
timers*. Automatic functionality 
provides simulated occupation when 
no one is at home. 

Voice control* through Smart home 
products offers the ultimate in-home 
automation and light management, 
enhancing contemporary living with 
Softshade’s striking aesthetic. 

SMART
LIVING

Alexa; Close the Blinds“

“

*Available when connected to Somfy® Smart Home Hub.



A modern home can be brough to 
life with bold colour décor choice. 
Softshade presents a striking design 
to add dramatic flair to your interior 
space. 

The Collection boasts 42 stunning 
fabrics across 8 ranges all perfectly 
balanced in colour and texture. 
Neutral and urban tones span each 
range, with a fusion of weave styles 
to choose from; Contemporary 
jacquard weaves, subtle two-tone 
linear weaves through to elegant 
plains with the option of dimout 
and blockout translucency enabling 
enhanced light control.

WEAVES
SOPHISTICATED




